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Abstract
Domination of grids has been proved to be a demanding task and with the
addition of independence it becomes more challenging. It is known that no grid
with m,n ≥ 5 has an efficient dominating set, also called perfect code, that is, an
independent vertex set such that each vertex not in it has exactly one neighbor
in that set. So it is interesting to study the existence of independent dominating
sets for grids that allow at most two neighbors, such sets are called independent
[1, 2]-sets. In this paper we prove that every grid has an independent [1, 2]-set,
and we develop a dynamic programming algorithm using min-plus algebra that
computes ı˙[1,2](Pm2Pn), the minimum cardinality of an independent [1, 2]-set
for the grid graph PmPn. We calculate ı˙[1,2](Pm2Pn) for 2 ≤ m ≤ 13, n ≥
m using this algorithm, meanwhile the parameter for grids with 14 ≤ m ≤
n is obtained through a quasi-regular pattern that, in addition, provides an
independent [1, 2]-set of minimum size.
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1. Introduction
Perfect codes have played a central role in the development of error-correcting
codes theory. A code in a graph is a vertex set such that any two vertices in
it are at distance at least 3. If, in addition, every vertex not in the code has
a neighbor in it, the code is called perfect [2]. A set S of vertices in a graph
G is called independent if no two vertices in S are adjacent and it is called
dominating if every vertex not in S has at least one neighbor in S. Therefore a
perfect code is an independent dominating set such that every vertex not in the
set has a unique neighbor in it. These sets are also called efficient dominating
sets [1], in the sense that they represent the situation where each vertex on the
graph is minimally dominated.
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It is well known that all efficient dominating sets in a graph G have the same
cardinality γ(G) the domination number, that is, the cardinal of a minimum
dominating set in G. Unfortunately the existence of this type of dominating
sets is not guaranteed in every graph and it has been extensively studied. For
instance the path Pm has an efficient dominating set with γ(Pm) = dm3 e vertices
for eachm ≥ 1, however the grid graph, which is the cartesian product Pm2Pn of
two paths, has no efficient dominating set unless m = n = 4 or m = 2, n = 2k+1
(2 ≤ m ≤ n) [11]. In these cases a less demanding construction could be keeping
domination and independence but admitting more neighbors, for vertices not
in the dominating set. This idea leads to the definition of independent [1, k]-
set which is an independent dominating set S of a graph G such that every
vertex v ∈ V (G) \ S has at least one and at most k neighbors in S [5]. Clearly
independent [1, 1]-sets are precisely efficient dominating sets and independent
[1, 2]-sets could be considered as quasi-efficient dominating sets.
The calculation of domination parameters in grids has proved to be a difficult
task. Indeed finding γ(Pm2Pn) was an open problem for almost 30 years, since
it was first studied in [10] in relation with Vizing’s Conjecture [15] which is still
open. An important milestone on the way to the solution is the upper bound
γ(Pm2Pn) ≤
⌊ (m+2)(n+2)
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⌋− 4, for 8 ≤ m ≤ n [3]. In the same work the author
also conjectured that equality is achieved in case 16 ≤ m ≤ n. The problem
was completely solved in [7] as authors were able to adapt the ideas in [8] to
confirm the conjecture. Meantime different efforts were made to calculate exact
values of γ(Pm2Pn), for small fixed m and for every n ≥ m.
Among the different techniques used to address this problem, we would like
to focus on a dynamic programming algorithm by applying the (min,+) matrix
multiplication. Values of γ(Pm2Pn) for m ≤ 19 and n ≥ m were obtained with
this algorithm in [13]. Similar ideas have been recently used to calculate the
independent domination number of grids [6], which is the minimum cardinality
of an independent dominating set for the graph Pm2Pn.
In this paper we adapt the constructions in [6, 13] to solve the open problem
proposed in [5] about the existence of independent [1, 2]-sets in grids and we also
compute the independent [1, 2]-number ı˙[1,2](PmPn) which is the minimum
cardinality of such a set, in every grid. To this end, in Section 2 we devise
a dynamic programming algorithm to compute ı˙[1,2](PmPn). This algorithm
could be theoretically applied in every grid, however the long running time
needed makes it useful just on grids of small size, in our case m ≤ 13 and n ≥ m.
On the other hand in Section 3 we compute ı˙[1,2](Pm2Pn) in grids with 14 ≤
m ≤ n by means of a quasi-regular pattern, resembling the mentioned above
construction for the upper bound of the domination number [3]. In addition
this pattern explicitly provides an independent [1, 2]-set of minimum size.
All the graphs considered here are finite, undirected, simple and connected.
For undefined basic concepts we refer the reader to basic graph theoretical
literature as [4, 9].
2
2. A dynamic programming algorithm to calculate ı˙[1,2](Pm2Pn)
In this section we present a dynamic programming algorithm to prove the ex-
istence of independent [1, 2]-sets in the grid PmPn and to obtain ı˙[1,2](PmPn),
following the ideas in [6, 13].
Throughout this paper we will always consider the grid graph PmPn as an
array with m rows, n columns and with vertex set {vij : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}.
Let S be an independent [1, 2]-set of PmPn. We define a labeling of vertices
of PmPn associated to S as follows
l(vij) =

0 if vij ∈ S
1 if vij /∈ S and |{vi(j−1), v(i−1)j , v(i+1)j} ∩ S| = 1
2 if vij /∈ S and |{vi(j−1), v(i−1)j , v(i+1)j} ∩ S| = 2
3 if vij /∈ S and |{vi(j−1), v(i−1)j , v(i+1)j} ∩ S| = 0
Each label shows whether a vertex is in S or not, and in the second case
it shows how many neighbors does that vertex have in S, these neighbors are
either belong to the vertex column or the previous one. If these cases do not
hold, the label shows that the vertex has a unique neighbor in the following
column. Given an independent [1, 2]-set, we can identify each vertex with its
label so we obtain an array of labels with m rows and n columns. Hereinafter,
given an independent [1, 2]-set of PmPn, the columns of the grid are words of
length m in the alphabet {0, 1, 2, 3} and the number of zeros in the array is the
cardinality of the independent [1, 2]-set. The algorithm considers all the arrays
of words (as columns) that come from some independent [1, 2]-set of PmPn
and it calculates the minimum among the number of 0′s in each array. This
minimum is equal to ı˙[1,2](PmPn).
It is clear that not every word of length m can belong to such labeling, for
instance there can not be two consecutive 0′s in a word, because of independence.
The first objective is to identify the words that belong to the labeling associated
to some independent [1, 2]-set.
We need to have in mind that not every word can be in the first column nor
in the last one. A word in the first column has no neighbors in the previous
one and a word in the last column has no label 3, because they would not be
dominated. The second task is to identify those words that can be in the first
column and that can be in the last one.
It is also clear that not any two words can follow each other in a labeling
associated to some independent [1, 2]-set, for instance if a word has 3 in the rth
position, then the following word must have 0 in the rth position, to preserve
domination. The last objective regarding to words is to identify which of them
can follow a given one.
The final part of the algorithm calculates the minimum number of zeros in an
array, among all possible arrays of labels associated to an independent [1, 2]-set,
by means of the successive addition of columns.
For the rest of this section, let S be an independent [1, 2]-set of PmPn and
identify the graph with the array of the associated labels.
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2.1. The suitable words
We are going to identify the words that belong to the labeling associated
to some independent [1, 2]-set. It is clear that a column can not contain two
consecutive 0′s because of independence, nor two consecutive 2′s because in
the previous column should be two consecutive 0′s, also it can not contain two
consecutive 3′s because in the following column will be two consecutive 0′s.
Moreover a column can not contain any of the sequences 03, 30, 010 by the
definition of labeling. If a column contains the sequence 11 then the previous
label or the following label in such column (or both) must be 0, because in other
case would be two consecutive 0′s in the previous column. If a column contains
the sequence 32 then the other label next to 2 in the column must be 0, by the
definition of labeling. Similarly sequence 23 must be preceded by 0 and both
sequences 21, 12 must be placed between two 0′s.
Definition 1. A word of length m in the alphabet {0, 1, 2, 3} satisfying all the
rules described above is called suitable.
We denote the cardinal of the set of all suitable words by k, so every suitable
word can be identified with p ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
2.2. The first column, the last column and the initial vector
The first column is a suitable word with no neighbors in the previous column,
as such column does not exist. Similarly the last column does not contain any
3, because in this case these vertices would be not dominated. With these ideas
we pose the following definition.
Definition 2. A suitable word is called initial if every vertex labeled as 2 is
placed between two 0′s and every vertex labeled as 1 is preceded or followed
(but not both) by 0 and it is called final if it has no vertex labeled as 3.
The initial vector X1 is a column vector of size k such that for every suitable
word p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, the pth entry of the vector is
X1(p) =
{
number of zeros of word p . . . if p is an initial word
∞ . . . if p is not an initial word
2.3. The rules for adding a column and the transition matrix
Not every pair of suitable words can be consecutive columns in the labeling
associated to some independent [1, 2]-set, in order to preserve both independence
and [1, 2]-domination. Next we show the conditions needed to ensure that the
word p = p1 . . . pm can follow the word q = q1 . . . qm.
If qi = 0, then

(if i = 1)
{
p1 = 1, p2 6= 0 or
p1 = 2, p2 = 0
(if 1 < i < m)
{
pi = 1, pi−1 6= 0, pi+1 6= 0 or
pi = 2, pi−1 = 0 or pi+1 = 0
(if i = m)
{
pm = 1, pm−1 6= 0 or
pm = 2, pm−1 = 0
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If qi = 1, then

(if i = 1)
 p1 = 0 orp1 = 1, p2 = 0 or
p1 = 3
(if 1 < i < m)

pi = 0 or
pi = 1, pi−1 = 0, pi+1 6= 0 or
pi = 1, pi−1 6= 0, pi+1 = 0 or
pi = 2, pi−1 = 0, pi+1 = 0 or
pi = 3
(if i = m)
 pm = 0 orpm = 1, pm−1 = 0 or
pm = 3
If qi = 2, then

(if i = 1) p1 = 3
(if 1 < i < m)
 pi = 1, pi−1 = 0, pi+1 6= 0 orpi = 1, pi−1 6= 0, pi+1 = 0 or
pi = 3
(if i = m) pm = 3
If qi = 3, then pi = 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
These properties lead us to the following definition.
Definition 3. We say that word p can follow word q if they satisfy all the
properties described above.
The transition matrix is the square matrix A of size k such that, for every
pair p, q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, the entry Apq in row p and column q is defined as
follows:
Apq =
 number of zeros of word p . . . if word p can follow word q∞ . . . if word p can not follow word q
2.4. Adding many columns via the min-plus multiplication
Recall from [6] that (min,+)-algebra is a semiring which is defined by two
operators on the real numbers, including infinity,  representing minimization
and representing standard addition. The (min,+)-algebra, also called tropical
[12], can be defined on matrices as (A  B)i,j = nk=1(ai,k  bk,j), where
A = (ai,j) and B = (bi,j) are respectively, m × n and n × p matrices. Using
this matrix multiplication, we can obtain, from the initial vector X1 and the
transition matrix A, vectors X2 = AX1, X3 = AX2, . . . , Xn = AX(n−1).
These vectors allows us to characterize grids having an independent [1, 2]-set.
To this end we first need the following lemma.
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Lemma 1. Let r ≥ 2 be an integer and let pr be a suitable word of length m.
1. Xr(pr) <∞ if and only if there exists suitable words p1, p2, . . . pr−1 such
that p1 is initial and pi can follow pi−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ r.
2. If Xn(pn) <∞ then Xn(pn) is the minimum number of zeros in a labeling
of vertices of PmPn, which has word pn in the nth-column and such that
the set of vertices labeled as zero is independent and [1, 2]-dominates the
graph, except vertices in the nth-column with label 3.
Proof. 1. Suppose that r = 2, then X2(p2) = min{Ap21 + X1(1), Ap22 +
X1(2), . . . , Ap2k + X
1(k)}, by definition of the (min,+) matrix multipli-
cation. Therefore X2(p2) < ∞ if and only if there exists an initial word
p1 such that Ap2p1 <∞ or equivalently that p2 can follow p1.
By using induction, assume that the statement is true of r − 1 ≥ 2 and
let pr be any suitable word. Then X
r(pr) = min{Apr1 +Xr−1(1), Apr2 +
Xr−1(2), . . . , Aprk+X
r−1(k)}, so Xr(pr) <∞ if and only if there exists a
word pr−1 such that both conditions Xr−1(pr−1) < ∞ and Aprpr−1 < ∞
hold. By the inductive hypothesis the first condition is equivalent to the
existence of suitable words p1, p2, . . . pr−2 such that p1 is initial and pi can
follow pi−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 and the second condition is equivalent to pr
can follow pr−1.
2. Assume that X2(p2) <∞ then there exists an initial word p1, so X1(p1) <
∞, such that p2 can follow p1. Both conditions ensure that, in the array
with p1 as first column and p2 as second one, the set of vertices with
label zero is independent and [1, 2]-dominates Pm2P2, except for vertices
in the second column with label equal to 3. Moreover Ap2p1 + X
1(p1) is
equal to the number of vertices labeled as zero in the array, so X2(p2) =
min{Ap21 +X1(1), . . . , Ap2k +X1(k)} is the minimum number of vertices
with label zero in an array with p2 as second column.
Again we will proceed by induction, so assume now that the statement is
true for n− 1 ≥ 2 and let pn be a suitable word with Xn(pn) <∞. Then,
there exists a suitable word pn−1 such that Apnpn−1 +X
n−1(pn−1) < ∞,
so Xn−1(pn−1) <∞ and pn can follow pn−1. By the inductive hypothesis
the value of Apnpn−1 + X
n−1(pn−1) is the number of zeros in a labeling
of vertices of PmPn, with the conditions in the statement, which has
word pn in the n
th-column and pn−1 in the (n − 1)th-column, and such
that the number of zeros in the subgraph PmPn−1 is minimum. So
Xn(pn) = min{Apn1 + Xn−1(1), . . . , Apnk + Xn−1(k)} is the minimum
number of zeros among all the possible arrays which has word pn in the
nth-column and with the desired conditions.
Now we can characterize grids having an independent [1, 2]-set, using the
vectors obtained by means of the (min,+) matrix multiplication.
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Theorem 1. There exists an independent [1, 2]-set in PmPr if an only if there
exists a final word p such that Xr(p) <∞. Moreover in this case
ı˙[1,2](PmPr) = min{Xr(p) : p is a final word}
Proof. By condition 1 of Lemma 1, Xr(pr) <∞ for a final word pr is equivalent
to the existence of suitable words p1, p2, . . . pr−1, pr such that p1 is initial, pi can
follow pi−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ r and pr is final. Clearly this condition is equivalent to
the existence of an independent [1, 2]-set in PmPr.
Finally by condition 2 of Lemma 1, min{Xr(p) : p is a final word} is the
minimum number of zeros in a labeling of vertices of PmPr, such that the
set of vertices labeled as zero is independent and [1, 2]-dominates the graph, so
ı˙[1,2](PmPr) = min{Xr(p) : p is a final word}.
2.5. The recursion rule to calculate ı˙[1,2](PmPn)
The above theorem allows us to know if a fixed grid PmPr has an indepen-
dent [1, 2]-set. We now provide a recurrence argument that ensures the existence
of such sets in PmPn for every n big enough and that gives a formula for the
independent [1, 2]-number in those cases. We use the following result which is
similar to Theorem 2.2 in [6].
Theorem 2. Suppose that there exist integers n0, c, d > 0 satisfying the equa-
tion Xn0+d(p) = Xn0(p) + c, for every suitable word p. If PmPr has an
independent [1, 2]-set for n0 ≤ r ≤ n0 + d− 1, then
1. PmPn has an independent [1, 2]-set, for all n ≥ n0,
2. ı˙[1,2](PmPn+d) = ı˙[1,2](PmPn) + c, for all n ≥ n0.
Proof. Since Xn0+d(p) − Xn0(p) = c, for all suitable words p, then we have
Ad Xn0 = c Xn0 . Now using induction we obtain Xn+d = A Xn+d−1 =
A  c Xn−1 = c Xn, for n ≥ n0 or equivalently Xn+d(p) = Xn(p) + c for
every word suitable word p and every n ≥ n0.
1. Let n ≥ n0 be a integer. If n0 ≤ n ≤ n0 + d − 1, by hypothesis PmPn
has an independent [1, 2]-set so assume that n0 + d ≤ n. By Theo-
rem 1 we just need to show that min{Xn(p) : p is a final word} < ∞.
If n = n0 + d, then min{Xn0+d(p) : p is a final word} = min{Xn0(p) +
c : p is a final word} = min{Xn0(p) : p is a final word} + c < ∞. We
now proceed by induction over n, so assume that n0 + d < n and that
min{Xr(p) : p is a final word} <∞ for n0+d ≤ r < n. Then min{Xn(p) :
p is a final word} = min{Xn−d(p)+c : p is a final word} = min{Xn−d(p) :
p is a final word}+ c <∞.
2. Let n ≥ n0, then n+ d ≥ n0 and both grids PmPn and PmPn+d have
independent [1, 2]-sets. Moreover
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ı˙[1,2](PmPn+d) = min{Xn+d(p) : p is a final word}
= min{Xn(p) + c : p is a final word}
= min{Xn(p) : p is a final word}+ c
= ı˙[1,2](PmPn) + c
2.6. Results
Using the algorithm described in this section we have proved the existence
of independent [1, 2]-sets and we have obtained ı˙[1,2](PmPn) for 2 ≤ m ≤ 13
and for every n ≥ m. Calculations took about 18 CPU hours (using a 3.3-GHz
Intel Core I3-2120 CPU).
We listed all the suitable words of length m and we constructed the initial
vector X1 and the transition matrix A. Then we calculated vectors Xi =
AXi−1, until getting integers n0, c, d ≥ 1 such that Xn0+d = cXn0 , where
n0 is the smallest integer satisfying the equation. These values can be found
in Table 1. According to Theorem 2, we obtained the finite difference equation
ı˙[1,2](PmPn+d)− ı˙[1,2](PmPn) = c, for n ≥ n0 (see Table 1).
We show in Table 2 the boundary conditions for these finite difference equa-
tions, which are the values ı˙[1,2](PmPr) for n0 ≤ r ≤ n0 + d − 1, that we
calculated by applying Theorem 1 to each vector Xr. So, by Theorem 2, we can
ensure the existence of at least one independent [1, 2]-set in each PmPn with
2 ≤ m ≤ 13 and for all n ≥ m.
Table 1: Finite difference equations for ı˙[1,2](PmPn) = fm(n)
m n0 d c finite difference equation
2 4 2 1 f2(n+2)− f2(n)=1
3 7 4 3 f3(n+4)− f3(n) = 3
4 11 1 1 f4(n+1)− f4(n) = 1
5 15 5 6 f5(n+5)− f5(n) = 6
6 9 7 10 f6(n+7)− f6(n) = 10
7 12 3 5 f7(n+3)− f7(n) = 5
8 18 8 15 f8(n+8)− f8(n) = 15
9 28 10 21 f9(n+10)− f9(n) = 21
10 46 9 21 f10(n+9)− f10(n) = 21
11 50 11 28 f11(n+11)− f11(n) = 28
12 27 13 36 f12(n+13)− f12(n) = 36
13 73 12 3 f13(n+12)− f13(n) = 3
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Table 2: Boundary conditions
m n0 d boundary conditions: ı˙[1,2](PmPr), n0 ≤ r ≤ n0 + d− 1
2 4 2 f2(4)=3, f2(5)= 3
3 7 4 f3(7)=6, f3(8)=7, f3(9)=7, f3(10)= 9
4 11 1 f4(11)=11
5 15 5 f5(15)=19, f5(16)=20, f5(17)=22, f5(18)=23, f5(19)=24
6 9 7 f6(9)=14, f6(10)=16, f6(11)=17, f6(12)=18, f6(13)=20
f6(14)=22, f6(15)=22
7 12 3 f7(12)=21, f7(13)=22, f7(14)=24
8 18 8 f8(18)=35, f8(19)=37, f8(20)=39, f8(21)=41
f8(22)=43, f8(23)=45, f8(24)=47, f8(25)=48
9 28 10 f9(28)=60, f9(29)=63, f9(30)=65, f9(31)=66
f9(32)=69, f9(33)=71, f9(34)=73
f9(35)=75, f9(36)=77, f9(37)=80
10 46 9 f10(46)=108, f10(47)=111, f10(48)=113
f10(49)=115, f10(50)=118, f10(51)=120
f10(52)=122, f10(53)=125, f10(54)=127
11 50 11 f11(50)=129, f11(51)=132, f11(52)=134, f11(53)=137
f11(54)=139, f11(55)=142, f11(56)=144, f11(57)=147
f11(58)=150, f11(59)=152, f11(60)=155
12 27 13 f12(27)=76, f12(28)=79, f12(29)=82, f12(30)=85
f12(31)=88, f12(32)=90, f12(33)=93
f12(34)=96, f12(35)=99f12(36) = 102
f12(37) = 104, f12(38) = 107, f12(39)=110
13 73 12 f13(73)=220, f13(74)=224, f13(75)=227, f13(76)=229
f13(77)=233, f13(78)=236, f13(79)=238, f13(80)=242
f13(81)=245, f13(82)=247, f13(83)=251, f13(84)=254
The unique solution obtained from solving the finite difference equation for
each m is the desired formula for ı˙[1,2](PmPn), n ≥ n0. In addition, we
checked the values ı˙[1,2](PmPs) for m ≤ s ≤ n0− 1 to obtain a formula for the
independent [1, 2]-number of grid PmPn, with 2 ≤ m ≤ 13 and n ≥ m.
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The complete list is the following.
ı˙[1,2](P2Pn) =
⌊n+ 2
2
⌋
ı˙[1,2](P3Pn) =

⌊3n+ 8
4
⌋
. . . n ≡ 2 (mod 4)
⌊3n+ 4
4
⌋
. . . otherwise
ı˙[1,2](P4Pn) =
 n+ 1 . . . n = 5, 6, 9
n . . . otherwise
ı˙[1,2](P5Pn) =
⌊6n+ 8
5
⌋
ı˙[1,2](P6Pn) =

⌊10n+ 17
7
⌋
. . . n ≡ 0, 3 (mod 7), n 6= 7
⌊10n+ 10
7
⌋
. . . otherwise
ı˙[1,2](P7Pn) =
⌊5n+ 3
3
⌋
ı˙[1,2](P8Pn) =

16 . . . n = 8⌊15n+ 16
8
⌋
. . . otherwise
ı˙[1,2](P9Pn) =

⌊21n+ 28
10
⌋
. . . n ≡ 0, 7, 9 (mod 10)
⌊21n+ 18
10
⌋
. . . otherwise
ı˙[1,2](P10Pn) =

⌊21n+ 23
9
⌋
. . . n = 12, 18, 21, 30
⌊21n+ 14
9
⌋
. . . otherwise
ı˙[1,2](P11Pn) =
⌊28n+ 26
11
⌋
ı˙[1,2](P12Pn) =

⌊36n+ 41
13
⌋
. . . n ≡ 10 (mod 13)
⌊36n+ 28
13
⌋
. . . otherwise
ı˙[1,2](P13Pn) =
 3n+ 1 . . . n ≡ 1, 4, 7, 10 (mod 12)
3n+ 2 . . . otherwise
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3. Independent [1, 2]-sets and independent [1, 2]-number in big grids
In this section we follow the construction used in [6] to obtain an independent
[1, 2]-set in grids Pm2Pn, for 14 ≤ m ≤ n. We also calculate the exact value
of ı˙[1,2](Pm2Pn), for 14 ≤ m ≤ n. In fact we notice that the same proof of
Theorem 3.1 of [6] to determine the independent domination number of grids
Pm2Pn, with 16 ≤ m ≤ n, is also valid for the independent [1, 2]-number. On
the other hand we slightly modify this proof to adapt it to the remaining cases
14 = m ≤ n and 15 = m ≤ n.
Theorem 3. If 14 ≤ m ≤ n then
ı˙[1,2](Pm2Pn) =
⌊
(m+ 2)(n+ 2)
5
⌋
− 4
Proof. Let m,n be integers such that 14 ≤ m ≤ n. In [6] it is shown that
i(P142Pn) =
⌊16n+ 12
5
⌋
=
⌊ (14 + 2)(n+ 2)
5
⌋
− 4, for 14 ≤ n
i(P152Pn) =
⌊17n+ 14
5
⌋
=
⌊ (15 + 2)(n+ 2)
5
⌋
− 4, for 15 ≤ n
i(Pm2Pn) =
⌊ (m+ 2)(n+ 2)
5
⌋
− 4, for 16 ≤ m ≤ n
Using that the independent domination number is a lower bound of the in-
dependent [1, 2]-number, if this exists, we just need to prove the inequality
ı˙[1,2](Pm2Pn) ≤
⌊ (m+2)(n+2)
5
⌋ − 4 and to this end we will construct an inde-
pendent [1, 2]-set with this number of vertices for each case, solving also the
question of the existence of such sets.
Examples of independent [1, 2]-sets of P142Pn with
⌊ (14+2)(n+2)
5
⌋−4 vertices
are shown in Figure 1, for n = 14, 15, 16, 17. Similarly in Figure 2 we show
examples of independent [1, 2]-sets of P152Pn with
⌊ (15+2)(n+2)
5
⌋ − 4 vertices,
for n = 15, 16, 17.
For the rest of cases we will use the construction shown in Theorem 3.1 of
[6], that we recall here. Consider the grid with (m + 2) × (n + 2) vertices and
denote its vertex set V = {vij : 0 ≤ i ≤ m + 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n + 1}. Then the grid
Pm2Pn can be identified with the inner grid, which is the subgraph induced by
the vertex subset {vij : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. Define a partition of the set V
with five subsets Vs = {vij : 2i + j ≡ s (mod 5)}, s = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. Consider the
set V ′s obtained from Vs by replacing each vertex outside the inner grid by its
neighbor inside. It is clear that every Vs is a dominating set of the inner grid,
so V ′s is a dominating set (not necessarily independent nor [1, 2]-dominating)
of Pm2Pn. On the other hand, using that V0, V1, V2, V3, V4 form a partition
of V , there exists s such that |V ′s | ≤ |Vs| ≤
⌊ (m+2)(n+2)
5
⌋
. Now each V ′s can
be modified, deleting some vertices and adding other ones, to obtain Ws an
independent [1, 2]-set of Pm2Pn with |Ws| = |Vs| − 4 ≤
⌊ (m+2)(n+2)
5
⌋ − 4, as
desired.
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(a) ı˙[1,2](P142P14) ≤ 47 (b) ı˙[1,2](P142P15) ≤ 50
(c) ı˙[1,2](P142P16) ≤ 53 (d) ı˙[1,2](P142P17) ≤ 56
Figure 1: Independent [1, 2]-sets of P142Pn with
⌊
(14+2)(n+2)
5
⌋
− 4 vertices, for 14 ≤ n ≤ 17.
(a) ı˙[1,2](P152P15) ≤ 53 (b) ı˙[1,2](P152P16) ≤ 57 (c) ı˙[1,2](P152P17) ≤ 60
Figure 2: Independent [1, 2]-sets of P152Pn with
⌊
(15+2)(n+2)
5
⌋
−4 vertices, for n = 15, 16, 17.
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In case 16 ≤ m ≤ n, it is straightforward to check that the independent
dominating set of Pm2Pn shown in Theorem 3.1 of [6] is also a [1, 2]-set and it
has cardinal at most
⌊ (m+2)(n+2)
5
⌋− 4.
Consider now the grid P142Pn with n ≥ 18. We define the left strip as the
subgraph generated by vertices L = {vij : 1 ≤ i ≤ 14, 1 ≤ j ≤ 9} and the right
strip as the subgraph generated by vertices R = {vij : 1 ≤ i ≤ 14, n−8 ≤ j ≤ n}.
Note that both subgraphs have no common vertices and we work separately with
them. Firstly let us focus on left strip. For each s ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} we consider
the vertex subset V ′s ∩ L and we will change some vertices on it, in order to
obtain a new set with cardinal |Vs ∩ L| − 2.
For the case s = 0 the set V ′0 is an independent [1, 2]-set in the left strip
with v0,0, v15,0 ∈ V0, so |V ′0 ∩ L| = |V0 ∩ L| − 2 and no change is needed. For
each s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} modifications needed to obtain the desired set are shown in
Figure 3.
(a) Case s = 1 (b) Case s = 2
(c) Case s = 3 (d) Case s = 4
Figure 3: Changes on the left strip of grid P142Pn, cases s=1,2,3,4
In each case, figure on the left shows black vertices in V ′s ∩ L and figure on
the right shows vertices deleted (crossed) and added (white) to this set. Note
that in each case the resulting set is independent, has cardinal two less than the
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cardinal of the original one, and it [1, 2]-dominates the first eight columns on
the left strip. We would also like to point out that domination of vertices on
column number nine and the following ones is not affected by the changes we
made.
By symmetry, a similar argument can be used for the right strip. Finally
by choosing the appropriate s ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} we obtain the desired independent
[1, 2]-set with cardinal at most b (m+2)(n+2)5 c − 4, consisting on vertices in both
modified strips in addition with vertices of V ′s laying in the inner columns.
The construction for the grid P152Pn with n ≥ 18 is similar. Firstly for the
case s = 0 the set V ′0 is an independent [1, 2]-set in the left strip with v0,0 ∈ V0,
so |V ′0 ∩L| = |V0 ∩L| − 1 and we need to reduce its cardinal just by one, as it is
shown in Figure 4(b). Similarly if s = 2 then V ′2 is an independent [1, 2]-set in
the left strip with v0,16 ∈ V2, so |V ′2 ∩ L| = |V2 ∩ L| − 1 and we need to reduce
its cardinal just by one, as it is shown in Figure 4(b).
(a) Case s = 0 (b) Case s = 2
Figure 4: Changes on the left strip of grid P152Pn, cases s = 0 and s = 2
The modifications needed for each s ∈ {1, 3, 4} are in Figure 5 and again
changes in the right strip are the similar up to symmetry. Finally, by choosing
the appropriate s ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} we obtain the desired independent [1, 2]-set
with cardinal at most b (m+2)(n+2)5 c − 4, consisting on vertices in both modified
strips in addition with vertices of V ′s laying in the inner columns.
Remark 1. Note that our construction of independent [1, 2]-sets for P142Pn
and P152Pn is a modification of the construction shown in Theorem 3.1 of [6],
however we can not apply it directly because the proof in that theorem requires
to divide the grid into four vertex-disjoint corners of size 8 × 8, and this does
not hold for these two special cases of grids because of their size.
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(a) Case s = 1 (b) Case s = 3
(c) Case s = 4
Figure 5: Changes on the left strip of grid P152Pn, cases s=1,3,4
4. Conclusions
Independent [1, 2]-sets are a generalization of efficient dominating sets, also
called perfect codes, so they can be considered as quasi-efficient dominating sets.
In this paper we solve a question posed in [5] about the existence of these sets
in grids and we also obtain the value of the associated parameter ı˙[1,2](PmPn).
This question is relevant because the grid Pm2Pn has an efficient dominating
set if and only if m = n = 4 or m = 2, n = 2k + 1 [11], so less demanding
properties are needed to construct independent dominating sets in grids such
that each vertex that is not in such a set has the smallest number of neighbors.
On the one hand, the algorithm presented in Section 2 gives that the indepen-
dent [1, 2]-number agrees with the independent domination number in almost
every grid of small size 1 ≤ m ≤ 13,m ≤ n
ı˙[1,2](PmPn) =
 i(PmPn) + 1 . . . m = 12, n ≡ 10(mod 13)
i(PmPn) . . . otherwise
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On the other hand, in Section 3 we use a different approach for bigger grids.
Although applying the algorithm for large values of m and n theoretically is
possible, the running time needed is extremely long. Thus the calculation of
ı˙[1,2](PmPn) for 14 ≤ m ≤ n is solved using a constructive method, by means
of a quasi-regular pattern, that provides the following results
ı˙[1,2](PmPn) =
 i(PmPn) . . . m = 14, 15, m ≤ n
γ(PmPn) . . . 16 ≤ m ≤ n
The following result is well-known (see [1]) and shows the role that efficient
dominating sets play into the environment of dominating sets.
Theorem 4. If C is an efficient dominating set in a graph G, then |C| = γ(G).
This means that, if efficient dominating sets exist in a graph, they are the
best dominating sets from two aspects: cardinality, as it is the minimum over
all other types of dominating sets, and the number of neighbors each vertex has,
which is zero if it is inside the set, and one and only one if it is outside.
Efficient dominating sets are not available in most grids but independent
[1, 2]-sets always exist in PmPn and they play a similar role regarding to inde-
pendent domination, except in case m = 12, n ≡ 10 (mod 13). In other words,
independent [1, 2]-sets are the best independent dominating sets in grids in both
aspects: minimum cardinality and smallest number of neighbors.
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